Nutrition and energy supply are important components of rehabilitation programmes for patients with COPD.

Improvement in functional performance is considered an important management goal in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Pulmonary rehabilitation is now considered as an evidence-based intervention to achieve an improvement in functional capacity as well as other management goals such as improved health status and reduced chronic respiratory symptoms. Although exercise training is considered the core component of every pulmonary rehabilitation programme, the optimal method of exercise training as well as the optimal training intensity remains a matter of debate. Standard recommendations for exercise training in healthy subjects are generally transferred to disabled patients with COPD, and the complexity of the disease related changes which make an important contribution to the functional disability experienced is usually ignored.

The metabolic demand of exercise, reflected in the energy expended on activities, is generally overlooked when patients are stressed to increase their activity level. Consideration of energy balance in COPD is important because weight loss and, specifically loss in fat mass, is the result of a negative energy balance. During the last decade most attention has been focused on resting energy expenditure in patients with COPD; in many of these patients hypermetabolism can be demonstrated which is partly related to the level of systemic inflammation. However, in normal subjects the energy expenditure for activities is the most variable component of total energy expenditure. While studies in other chronic wasting diseases characterised by hypermetabolism and systemic inflammation—for example, cancer, chronic heart failure, AIDS—have shown an adaptive decrease in activity induced energy expenditure so that total daily energy expenditure is normal, increased activity induced and total daily energy expenditure has been measured in free living ambulatory COPD patients. Great variations in total energy expenditure, physical activity, and energy intake have been reported in underweight patients with COPD living at home. One obvious way of improving energy balance is to decrease energy expenditure. However, restricting energy output is not desirable as maintaining an active lifestyle is one of the management objectives in patients with COPD. This implies that patients with COPD who suffer from weight loss—and even some patients with a stable weight—should be encouraged to increase their apparently normal energy intake. The results presented by Steiner et al in this issue of Thorax outline one of the problems of energy balance in COPD patients advised to increase exercise. Patients participating in a rehabilitation programme who received a 570 kcal carbohydrate rich supplement gained weight, principally due to changes in fat mass, while those in the placebo group lost weight; these differences were even greater in patients with a body mass index (BMI) of >19 kg/m², which suggests that, even under conditions of metabolic stress such as exercise, disturbances in energy balance can be introduced in this group of patients. The weight loss in the placebo group indicates the importance of asking patients for involuntary weight loss as an indicator of energy imbalance, either to increased energy expenditure or relatively decreased energy intake, and stresses the need to monitor body weight or body composition, especially during rehabilitation programmes. Recent epidemiological data underscore the clinical relevance of this observation.

Assuming that the long term aim of rehabilitation is the maintenance of physical fitness through a more active lifestyle, the implications of the findings of Steiner et al could be that this change in lifestyle can be complicated by a persistent negative energy balance contributing to progressive weight loss. A recent study by Goris et al supports this hypothesis. They studied the energy balance of depleted ambulatory COPD patients in relation to their habitual level of physical activity and consumption of oral nutritional supplements and found that the mean change in body mass over a period of 3 months was negatively related to the mean level of physical activity, indicating that knowledge of the individual physical activity is necessary for estimating the energy needs of the COPD patient. However, it has to be realised that supplementation of high carbohydrate diets, as in the study of Steiner et al, is the complete opposite for most people for whom trying to eat less and avoiding calorie-dense foods is the norm. The dietary advice for weight stable COPD patients is generally to eat a healthy diet, which is usually interpreted as a diet according to general dietary recommendations—that is, low in fat, high in fibre, containing complex carbohydrates and including large quantities of fruit and vegetables. Behaviour changes away from a habitual pattern and in a direction opposite to the social norm are difficult to establish. It is therefore very important that caregivers and health professionals provide a consistent message on diet and nutrition and that they increase social support, pay attention to the patient’s nutritional status, and provide adequate dietary advice if weight loss is observed.

Generally considered as an energy storage, interesting data have recently been reported regarding the regulatory role of fat mass in body weight homeostasis by production of leptin. This hormone not only has an intriguing role in body weight homeostasis, but also plays a protective role in severe stress states and is involved in respiratory regulation. Circulating leptin concentrations are proportional to the amount of fat mass; in stable depleted patients with COPD, dietary intake—as well as weight gain after nutritional therapy—are inversely related to plasma leptin levels. It would be interesting to integrate leptin metabolism into future nutritional intervention studies.

In a subgroup of patients with BMI >19 kg/m², Steiner et al found a significantly greater increase in incremental shuttle walk distance after carbohydrate supplementation than in those receiving placebo treatment. Indeed, carbohydrates are an important source of energy for endurance. However, in addition to fuel supply, the adaptations of the metabolic machinery in the skeletal muscle tissue of COPD patients have to be taken into account. Patients with COPD have reduced oxidative capacity which is closely related to the reduction in type I fibres. Exercise training clearly contributes to an improvement in the aerobic enzyme capacity of patients with COPD. It would be intriguing to relate this reported functional improvement after carbohydrate supplementation to the metabolic enzyme content of the lower limb muscles. Although a BMI of 19 kg/m² could be considered an acceptable lower limit of normal, the optimal BMI in patients with COPD is still open to question. Survival data showed a worse prognosis in COPD patients with a BMI of <21 kg/m²; a BMI of >19 kg/m² could not therefore be considered as an acceptable lower limit in these patients.

The discrepancy between the definition of malnutrition based on BMI and
an unintentional weight loss was recently demonstrated in a screening of nutritional status in a large study of hospitalised patients: 19% of the patients with weight loss >10% during the past 6 months still had a BMI of >25 kg/m². The authors conclude that unintentional weight loss is a better indicator of disease related malnutrition since unintentional weight loss reflects insufficient energy and nutrient availability or increased needs.21–23

Body composition studies in COPD have clearly shown that weight loss is generally accompanied by a loss in fat mass but that muscle wasting may also occur in stable subjects of normal weight. It is specifically the loss in fat free mass or other measures of muscle mass that are related to impaired skeletal muscle strength and exercise capacity.21–23 This wasting of muscle mass is due to an impaired balance between protein synthesis and protein breakdown. Besides nutritional abnormalities and physical inactivity, altered neuroendocrine response and the presence of a systemic inflammatory response may contribute to a negative protein balance in chronic diseases. This disproportionate muscle wasting linked to systemic inflammation is commonly referred to as the cachexia syndrome; processes that govern the maintenance of skeletal muscle and muscle plasticity such as skeletal muscle degeneration, apoptosis, and regeneration must also be considered in order to modify the muscle compartment in patients suffering from chronic inflammatory conditions. From a therapeutic perspective, it is important to analyse the relative contribution of each of these factors to altered protein synthesis and protein breakdown, respectively. Uncontrolled protein breakdown cannot be overcome simply by increasing protein synthesis. Furthermore, consistently reduced plasma levels of branched chain amino acids (BCAAs) have been reported in underweight COPD patients and in those with low muscle mass.21–22 These BCAAs are important precursors of glutamate which is one of the most important non-essential amino acids in muscle. A consistently reduced muscle glutamate level in patients with severe COPD was found to be further decreased during submaximal exercise.21–22 These metabolic changes illustrate the complexity of nutritional intervention strategies to gain muscle mass in depleted COPD patients. A recent study by Creutzberg et al21 demonstrates the possibility of achieving these treatment goals.
Peripheral muscle weakness in COPD: where does it come from?

M I Polkey

Do patients with frequent exacerbations of COPD have a more rapid rate of decline in quadriceps strength than those with stable disease?

Exertional dyspnoea is usually the main complaint of a patient with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Although this is partly a result of impaired pulmonary mechanics, exercise performance remains substantially reduced even if both lungs are replaced, which suggests that the lungs alone cannot explain exertional dyspnoea. Quadriceps myopathy is a feature of COPD. Histological examination of quadriceps biopsy tissues shows a switch towards fatiguable type II fibres and reduced oxidative enzymes. This in turn leads to anaerobic metabolism at lower work rates than in normal subjects. Lactic acid, generated as a byproduct of anaerobic metabolism, is buffered by bicarbonate with the generation of carbon dioxide. Patients with severe COPD cannot clear carbon dioxide by increasing their ventilation and thus treadmill walking may result in transient hypercapnia and acidosis. It is perhaps not surprising therefore that quadriceps weakness is demonstrably related to the utilisation of healthcare resources.

The magnitude of quadriceps weakness is related to disease severity, but there is wide variation for a given forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and a number of competing (though not mutually exclusive) theories have been proposed as contributors to quadriceps muscle weakness in COPD. The most straightforward suggestion is that the muscle changes are simply a local result of inactivity. This explanation is favoured by the preferential involvement of lower limb muscle (generally less active in COPD) over upper limb muscle, as well as the sparing of the diaphragm which, of course, shows increased activity. This argument is further supported by the observation that exercise training, and possibly externally applied nerve stimulation, can reverse disease induced changes in the muscle. Another explanation is that muscle wasting is the result of a systemic inflammatory response; this hypothesis is supported by data which show that patients who fail to gain weight during a refeeding programme have high levels of soluble tumour necrosis factor (TNF) receptor 55. In addition, skeletal muscle mass in COPD is inversely related to circulating levels of interleukin (IL)-6 and TNF-α. Against this background, Spruit et al present new data which raise a new hypothesis—that recurrent exacerbations result in stepwise impairment of muscle function. They studied 34 men with moderately severe COPD admitted from an emergency department and measured indices of respiratory and peripheral muscle strength. Systemic levels of insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), TNF-α, and IL-6, IL-8 (the latter now known as CXCL8), and IL-10 were measured. Control data were obtained from men with stable COPD attending an outpatient clinic and from healthy elderly men. CXCL8 was highest in men admitted to hospital and statistically higher than for stable COPD patients. A similar trend was observed for IL-6, although this was not statistically significant. TNF-α levels were undetectable in all but two of the patients studied. Quadriceps strength was inversely correlated with levels of both CXCL8 and IL-6, as well as with indices of disease severity. Handgrip force correlated weakly with the present data should be confirmed using a non-volitional technique. The other possibility, which is consistent with the known histological myopathy in stable patients with COPD, is that the weakness is due to an acute myopathy. If so, the contractile properties of the muscle could have been directly impaired by inactivity, but the acute inflammatory response recognised to accompany acute exacerbations may also be relevant if an acute exacerbation could be shown to result in local skeletal muscle damage. Myopathy is known to contribute to neurological abnormalities in patients in critical care units; a similar finding in acute exacerbations of COPD would be plausible.

It is now recognised that patients with frequent exacerbations of COPD have a more rapid rate of decline in lung function, and the study by Spruit et al raises the intriguing hypothesis that frequent exacerbators might have a more rapid decline in quadriceps strength. In future, therapeutic strategies aimed at reducing exacerbations (or their effects) might be valuable for maintaining exercise performance in patients with COPD.
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**PRINCIPLES OF THE INTERRUPTER TECHNIQUE**

The interrupter technique is not new; it was first described by Neergard and Wirz in 1927 and was used widely in the 1940s and 1950s before being largely discarded because it was not clear exactly what it was measuring. The advent of modern computers has allowed a thorough examination of the interrupter technique and an understanding of the physiology underlying the measurements. The basic assumption underlying the interrupter technique is that, following an instantaneous interruption of airflow during airway opening (by closing a valve or shutter), there is an instantaneous equalization of pressure between the alveoli and the airway opening (behind the occlusion). The technique further assumes that there is a single value of alveolar pressure. Following the occlusion, a rapid change in pressure is seen which is equal to the Newtonian (that is, frictional) fall in pressure between the alveoli and the airway opening. Dividing this pressure change by the flow occurring immediately before the occlusion allows the calculation of resistance (R)—that is, R = pressure/flow. The initial rapid pressure change is followed by a second slower change in pressure which is related to the viscoelastic properties of the respiratory tissues, together with any gas redistribution that occurs between lung units following the occlusion. The direction of these pressure changes depends on the phase of respiration.

**Measurement of lung function in preschool children using the interrupter technique**

P D Sly, E Lombardi

The measurement of airway resistance using the interrupter technique shows considerable promise for assessing lung function in children of preschool age. However, proper attention must be paid to the assumptions that underlie the technique, and appropriate consideration of the effect of the measurement conditions on these assumptions is important for producing reliable data.

Measurement of lung function forms an important part of the clinical assessment and management of older children and adults with lung diseases. Our knowledge about the normal pattern of growth and development of the lungs and the effects of aging comes largely from measuring pulmonary function. While these measurements form a routine part of the life of most clinicians, there has been an age limit below which such information has not been available. Measurement of lung function in preschool children has recently generated much interest with the publication of a number of studies reporting the use of various techniques. Lung function can be difficult to measure in preschool children and is prone to an increased failure rate and increased variability. Two recent papers published in *Thorax* describing measurements of airway resistance using the interrupter technique (Rint) deal with the important issue of repeatability of the measurement and variability over time. These issues must be addressed before measurements of Rint can be recommended for routine clinical use in children of preschool age.
with occlusions made during inspiration (or at end inspiration) being followed by falls in airway opening pressure, and occlusions made during expiration being followed by increases in airway opening pressure.

LIMITATIONS OF THE INTERRUPTER TECHNIQUE

There are, however, several problems with the assumptions underlying the interrupter technique that have practical consequences for its use in human studies:

1. An instantaneous occlusion is physically unrealisable and any valve or shutter takes a finite time to close. During this time some gas will continue to pass through the valve and the lung volume (and thus alveolar pressure) will continue to change. These effects have been examined in detail, and were found to be of little clinical importance provided the valve closes within 10–20 ms.

2. There is not instantaneous equilibration of alveolar and airway opening pressure following occlusion. The equilibration time is affected by the resistance of the airways and the time constant of pressure transmission. These effects are small in normal lungs, but become increasingly important in the presence of increased resistance and ventilation inhomogeneity. This effect can systematically bias against the use of the interrupter technique for challenge tests such as methacholine challenge.

3. The presence of a compliant compartment between the resistive airways and the airway opening may buffer the initial rapid “resistive” pressure change, making the calculation of resistance less accurate. These effects are real and potentially clinically important in patients with markedly increased airway resistance or during challenge tests where the airway resistance is deliberately increased. The major compliant pathway in preschool children is the cheeks and upper (extrathoracic) airway, and measurements are routinely made with the subject's cheeks supported in an attempt to minimise this problem.

4. There is not a single value of alveolar pressure and thus not a single value of airway resistance. While this may seem a fatal flaw, careful animal studies in which alveolar pressure was measured directly using alveolar capsules showed that the value of resistance calculated from the airway opening pressure represented an “average” resistance and was thus of potential clinical value.

5. The interrupter resistance has been shown to measure more than the fall in resistive pressure across the airways, and includes all Newtonian resistance in the respiratory system including components from the pulmonary tissues and chest wall, both of which are expected to change under various circumstances likely to be encountered in measurement. Pulmonary tissue resistance increases with increasing lung volume— the opposite to the changes seen in airway resistance with changes in lung volume—and also increases with methacholine challenge. Both pulmonary tissue and chest wall resistance show changes with age.

CLINICAL USE OF THE INTERRUPTER TECHNIQUE

Despite these reservations, measurement of Rint by the interrupter technique, if used carefully, does have a place in the measurement of lung function clinically in young children.

Commercially available equipment allows the measurement of Rint at peak tidal flow or at set flows during either inspiration or expiration. This equipment includes a rapidly closing valve that occludes the airway for 100 ms before allowing normal respiration to resume. There is no simple answer to the most correct or reliable protocol. Airway resistance is dependent on the lung volume at which it is measured, increasing with decreasing lung volume. Rint is also flow dependent, increasing with increasing flow. There are expected physiological variations between inspiration and expiration, with airway resistance being lower during inspiration due to the airway being “pulled open” by the forces of interdependence. In practice, neither flow nor volume dependence of resistance have been found to be important effects during the tidal volume range.

What is more important is to ensure an adequate signal to noise ratio and reproducible data. For practical purposes, most investigators appear to be adopting the practice of measuring Rint during the expiratory phase of respiration at peak tidal flow, which hopefully coincides with the mid tidal volume range.

Both of the recent papers published in Thorax deal with the repeatability of Rint measurements. Repeatability is a crucial issue for the use of a lung function test. The interrupter technique has been shown to have a good short term repeatability (over a time span of minutes) in preschool children. Rint repeatability has also been shown to be age dependent, with younger children having higher variability between measurements.

Both Chan et al and Beelen et al reported good short term repeatability. They also evaluated long term repeatability (over a time span of weeks) and found good long term repeatability, which was similar in the two papers, in children with no history of respiratory symptoms and in a sample of the general population, confirming the findings previously reported in clinically stable preschool children with a history of either cough or wheeze. However, greater long term variability between measurements was found in children with persistent cough or previous wheeze, which suggests that the lower long term repeatability in symptomatic children might be due to the variability of the disease rather than the variability of the technique.

Many other technical issues also need to be considered, including (1) what constitutes an acceptable measurement; (2) how should the mean or median of a series of measurements be reported. Each single interruption should be considered acceptable when the trace of mouth pressure versus time has the correct shape. A trace from an occlusion made during expiration in which mouth pressure decreases or stays flat after the interrupter resistance has been used to extrapolate (Rint), two-point linear back extrapolation (Rint, usually from 70 and 30 ms to 15 or 0 ms after interruption), end oscillatory pressure (Rint), and end interruption pressure (Rint). The Rint values obtained with these algorithms have been compared with airway resistance obtained with body plethysmography (Raw) in a study by Phagoo et al in healthy adults. Rint, values were similar to Raw, while Rint values calculated with the other three algorithms were significantly higher. Another study in healthy adults showed that Rint and Rint were more sensitive than Rint, in detecting airway calibre change during methacholine challenge testing.

Until more studies show which algorithm is most sensitive in detecting bronchial obstruction in clinical practice, it has been proposed that the linear back extrapolation should be used for Rint calculation. A recent paper has shown that mean and median Rint values are not significantly different. However, since the Rint values obtained during a measurement session are not normally distributed, it was also suggested that median values should be used as they are theoretically more correct. What is critical is for investigators to report accurately their measurement conditions—including the triggering conditions for Rint measurements—to ensure that readers are able to compare “like with like”.
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CONCLUSIONS

Measurement of Rint is a technique that shows considerable promise for assessing lung function in children of preschool age. However, proper attention must be paid to the assumptions that underlie the technique, and appropriate consideration of the effect of the measurement conditions on these assumptions is important for producing reliable data. From the studies reported to date, one has confidence that Rint can be used clinically to follow changes in lung function with growth and development, be used to manage lung disease in young children, and to measure acute response to bronchodilators. The use of Rint as the primary outcome for challenge tests such as methacholine requires further study, and whether Rint proves to be more or less useful than other measurements of lung function currently being investigated in preschool children, such as the forced oscillation technique and spirometry, remains to be seen. However, for Rint to be a useful measurement, standard procedures must be developed for performing the measurement and for reporting the results, and these standards must be adhered to.
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